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Abstract
Developing a multilingual speech-to-speech translation system poses challenges due to the scarcity of paired
speech data in various languages, particularly when dealing with unknown and untranscribed languages. However,
the shared semantic representation across multiple languages presents an opportunity to build a translation
system based on images. Recently, researchers have explored methods for aligning bilingual speech as a
novel approach to discovering speech pairs using semantic images from unknown and untranscribed speech.
These aligned speech pairs can then be utilized to train speech-to-speech translation systems. Our research
builds upon these approaches by expanding into multiple languages and focusing on achieving multimodal
multilingual pairs alignment, with a key component being multilingual visually grounded speech models. The
objectives of our research are twofold: (1) to create visually grounded speech datasets for English, Japanese,
Indonesian, and Vietnamese, and (2) to develop self-supervised visually grounded speech models for these
languages. Our experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach, showcasing the ability to
retrieve associations between speeches and images. The results indicate that our multilingual visually grounded
speech models yield promising outcomes in representing speeches using semantic images across multiple languages.

Keywords: multilingual visually grounded speech models, self-supervised speech representation, speech
translation

1. Introduction

Speech translation is important in bridging the com-
munication gap between individuals who speak dif-
ferent languages. There are various methods pro-
posed for enabling communication across diverse
languages, such as speech-to-speech translation
(S2ST) (Nakamura, 2009; Shimizu et al., 2008). Ad-
ditionally, text-less S2ST systems have also been
developed using end-to-end deep learning (Li et al.,
2023; Lee et al., 2022). However, these techniques
pose significant challenges that need to be over-
come, such as the lack of parallel source-target
data or unbalanced data between two languages.

The fact that multiple languages can share the
same semantic image presents an opportunity to
develop a multilingual speech-to-speech transla-
tion system based on images. Recently, bilingual
speech alignment methods which involve matching
spoken words or sounds in one language with their
corresponding counterparts in another language,
have been explored as a novel approach to trans-
late speech between two languages using semantic
images. VGSAlign has been introduced (Nguyen
and Sakti, 2023) as an example. It involves using
speech alignment of unpaired and untranscribed
data. Self-supervised Visually Grounded Speech
(VGS) model is a model that integrates visual infor-
mation such as images with speech signals to per-
form speech-related tasks. It is used to find visually
grounded semantically equivalent parts between
the speech segments of the source and target lan-
guages. According to the results from VGSAlign

research, this approach shows potential applica-
bility in bilingual speech alignment without being
trained on any supervised tasks.

Taking inspiration from the VGSAlign framework,
our goal is to achieve multilingual self-supervised
VGS models as an extension of the VGSAlign
framework. These models can be used to extract
semantic information for multilingual speech align-
ment. We have specifically selected English (VN),
Japanese (JA), Indonesian (ID), and Vietnamese
(VN) as the target languages. The main contri-
butions of this research are to (1) generate VGS
datasets for four languages using text-to-speech
synthesis as the core technique and (2) achieve the
multilingual self-supervised VGS models through
fine-tuning and further training strategies based on
the VGSAlign framework.

2. Related Works

In recent years, the use of visually grounded mod-
els has become a popular method among re-
searchers to address issues of speech and text
alignment. These techniques employ visual presen-
tation to align different items with the same mean-
ing. Additionally, the visually grounded models also
contribute to the reduction of resource challenges.
Given the fact that acquiring image datasets is rel-
atively easier due to the huge amount of available
resources and the ease of generating them. A
method was proposed for visually grounded spo-
ken term discovery, which aims to associate spo-
ken captions with natural images (Peng and Har-
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wath, 2022). This resulted in the automatic discov-
ery of words in a speech signal, including localiza-
tion, segmentation, and identification. The results
suggest that a computational model can learn the
structure of spoken language from untranscribed
speech audio using a combination of multiple self-
supervised objectives. Unfortunately, these studies
mainly focused only on monolingual settings.

Furthermore, the paper (Kamper and Roth, 2018)
demonstrates the ability to apply the visual ground-
ing in cross-lingual keywords, yielding high retrieval
results. Other approaches used a joint embedding
space for modeling image and speech represen-
tations to align visual images with untranscribed
spoken captions(Harwath et al., 2016; Harwath and
Glass, 2017; Kamper et al., 2017). Chrupała et al.
presented a visually grounded model of speech
perception that projects speeches and images into
a joint semantic space (Chrupała et al., 2017). This
research demonstrates the potential of the visual
grounding method, which extracts semantic infor-
mation from images to align both speech and text.

Several studies have proposed models for mul-
tilingual visually grounded speech. These mod-
els, however, require balanced datasets to learn
the triple association between an image and two
speech representations from different languages
(Sp1, Im, Sp2) (Harwath et al., 2018). Ryu ex-
plored the effect of language data imbalance. This
paper stated that in a bilingual VGS model, a
high-resource language can enhance the perfor-
mance of a low-resource language by using seman-
tically similar spoken captions. (Ryu et al., 2023).
These studies also assumed identical images or
captions across languages, which is not available.
VGSAlign offers a solution for handling multiple
visually grounded speech representations where
the images in different languages may not be the
same (Sp1, Im1, Im2, Sp2). It also handles contin-
uous speech representation without relying on any
text information, successfully achieving bilingual
speech alignment for unpaired and untranscribed
languages.

Our ongoing research aims to extend VGSAlign
to accommodate multilingual speech alignment,
with a focus on four languages: English, Japanese,
Indonesian, and Vietnamese.

3. System

3.1. Multilingual VGS Model

The objective of our research is to achieve the mul-
tilingual self-supervised Visually Grounded Speech
Model (VGS Model), which serves as an extension
of the self-supervised VGS model in the VGSAlign
framework proposed in the paper (Nguyen and
Sakti, 2023). Expanding on the based model from

VGSAlign, our research makes contributions by
continuing to train this model using data from the
Flickr8K dataset for four different languages (EN,
JA, ID, VN). The training datasets for these models
consist of pairs of speech Sp and corresponding
image Im.

3.2. VGSAlign-Based Framework
The VGSAlign (Bilingual Speech Alignment) frame-
work aims to align speech between source and
target languages based on corresponding visual
context. This system combines two self-supervised
models grounded in visual information, serving as
encoders for images and audio.

The structure of the self-supervised VGS model
within the VGSAlign framework is responsible for ex-
tracting features and is used for speech alignment
in the next stage. According to the figure, the model
features a dual-encoder architecture, comprising
(1) an audio encoder based on a self-supervised
speech model such as HuBERT (Hsu et al., 2021)
or W2V2 (Baevski et al., 2020), and (2) an image
encoder using a self-supervised vision transformer
model like DINO-ViT (Caron et al., 2021). Then,
both audio and image encoders are individually
transformed using 2-layer MLPs, projecting them
into a 2048-dim space. A pair of images and their
corresponding audio are used as input to the model.
The output of the self-supervised VGS model is a
similarity score indicating how well the speech re-
flects the content of the image. The InfoNCE loss
(Oord et al., 2018; Ilharco et al., 2019) is used to
maximize the similarity scores for related speech-
image pairs in the training procedure.

3.3. Fine-Tuning and Further Training
Strategies for Self-Supervised
Visually Grounded Speech Model

The multilingual self-supervised VGS Model is
achieved by utilizing a training strategy that uses
fine-tuning and further training on the based VGS
model. Figure 1 visualizes the process of gen-
erating the multilingual VGS model based on the
based models in VGSAlign. The EN and JA pre-
trained VGS models are used to fine-tune using the
EN and JA VGS datasets. The best checkpoints
from the pre-trained models are resumed, which
retains all the training parameters from the previous
research, allowing us to continue fine-tuning the
model with new datasets. Moreover, due to the lack
of language-compatible VGS available models for
ID and VN datasets, the EN pre-trained model is
used to continue learning with these datasets.

Additionally, for ID and VN datasets, due to the
lack of the language-compatible VGSAlign avail-
able models, the EN pre-trained model is used
as a standard model to continue learning with
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ID and VN datasets. Based on the results of
VGSAlign, the model trained with the EN Spoken-
COCO dataset achieved better performance com-
pared to the model trained with the JA Spoken-
STAIR dataset. This motivated us to use the EN
pre-trained model as the base model for training
with VN and ID datasets.

Figure 1: The overview of the fine-tuning and fur-
ther training strategies for the Multilingual VGS
Model.

After the training procedure, the multilingual
VGS Model is obtained, which includes two self-
supervised VGS models: (1) EN-VGS-Model
trained with three languages: EN, ID, and VN, and
(2) JA-VGS-Model trained with one language: JA.

4. Experiments

4.1. Data Preparation
This research uses the Flickr8K (Harwath and
Glass, 2015) as the main dataset for improving and
testing the models. The data proportions follow
the original Flickr8K split (Herman Kamper, Mark
Hasegawa-Johnson, 2018), with 6K, 1K, and 1K
data allocated for the training, validation, and test
sets, respectively. To enhance the model with mul-
tilingual capabilities, datasets in four languages
are used. The data structure follows the struc-
ture described in the paper (Harwath and Glass,
2015), which contains pairs of images and their cor-
responding speech. However, the lack of datasets
in JP, ID, and VN posed challenges in collecting
complete datasets for the learning process. As a so-
lution, we generate datasets for all three languages
based on the English dataset.

4.1.1. Data Generation

Figure 2 visualizes the process of generating
datasets for the JA, ID, and VN languages. In this
process, the caption datasets in three languages,
obtained from (Herman Kamper, Mark Hasegawa-
Johnson, 2018; Nugraha et al., 2019; Pham Thanh

Figure 2: VGS datasets generation process.

Trung, 2022), are used as the textual input for our
data synthesis pipeline. We use the Text-to-Speech
(TTS) synthesis model available from the Google
API (Google), specifically the WaveNet architecture,
to convert the textual captions into speech audio.
The WaveNet model is well-known for its ability to
generate highly natural-sounding speech, which is
crucial for maintaining the quality and authenticity
of the synthesized datasets. The speech synthesis
follows a 16kHz and MP3 audio structure, as de-
scribed in (Nguyen and Sakti, 2023) paper. Next,
we combine the synthesized speech datasets with
image datasets to obtain the VGS datasets that are
formatted as JSON files, containing the pairs of
image data along with the corresponding synthe-
sized speech audio. By following this process, we
generate a collection of multilingual datasets that
support this research.

4.1.2. Data Analysis

After completing the data generation process, there
are a total of four datasets in four languages. Each
dataset contains 8000 pairs of images and their cor-
responding speech that describes the image. The
images in each dataset are the same as those in the
English dataset, which is considered the standard.

From the initial Flickr8K dataset, there are a total
of 8000 images, with each image having 5 different
captions. For the English dataset, we choose the
first caption for each image and pair it with the cor-
responding audio. The second, third, and fourth
captions belong to the Japanese, Vietnamese, and
Indonesian datasets, respectively. As a result, al-
though the four datasets share the same images,
the captions differ across languages. This ap-
proach ensures a variety of linguistic descriptions
for identical sets of images.

4.2. Model Setup
Our self-supervised VGS models are trained using
the same basic settings as the base models in
VGSAlign. In the pre-trained models, we utilize
HuBERT as the audio encoder instead of using both
HuBERT and W2V2, while employing DINO-ViT as
the image encoder. Additionally, we reduced the
validation batch size to 32 as well as the number of
epochs to 20, considering that the size of Flickr8K is
much smaller than the SpokenCOCO dataset used
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Table 1: The retrieval recall scores of the comparison between the based-VGS models and extended-VGS
models on the EN, JA, ID, and VN test sets, respectively.

Model/Languages Image → Speech Speech → Image Average Speech ↔ Image
R@100 R@10 R@5 R@100 R@10 R@5 R@100 R@10 R@5

Based-VGS-Models

EN-VGS dataset 0.959 0.717 0.587 0.957 0.720 0.595 0.958 0.718 0.591
JA-VGS dataset 0.614 0.349 0.229 0.616 0.333 0.212 0.615 0.341 0.221
ID-VGS dataset 0.302 0.234 0.151 0.289 0.266 0.156 0.296 0.250 0.154
VN-VGS dataset 0.278 0.216 0.140 0.290 0.234 0.180 0.284 0.225 0.160

Extended-VGS-Models

EN-VGS dataset 0.964 0.726 0.595 0.962 0.719 0.606 0.963 0.722 0.601
JA-VGS dataset 0.888 0.544 0.435 0.889 0.533 0.426 0.889 0.538 0.430
ID-VGS dataset 0.418 0.333 0.212 0.408 0.354 0.232 0.414 0.344 0.222
VN-VGS dataset 0.387 0.324 0.220 0.411 0.360 0.240 0.399 0.342 0.230

in the base models. Our VGS models are trained
on a single NVIDIA A6000 GPU for approximately
4 days for the entire dataset of four languages.

First, during the training process for each VGS
dataset, a total of 6,000 pairs of images and their
corresponding speech are used. This training set
provides input to the model and enables it to learn
and capture the necessary information to improve
its performance. Additionally, a separate validation
set consisting of 1,000 values is utilized to validate
and optimize the model. Adjustments and improve-
ments are made to the learning parameters based
on this validation set. Finally, 1,000 values in the
test set are used to evaluate the performance of
this trained model.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics and Results

The VGS models are evaluated based on their re-
trieval performance using the Speech-Image Re-
trieval Recall Score (R@K). Table 1 shows the
R@K scores at K values of 5, 10, and 100, mea-
sured in the test set before and after training VGS
models. In these evaluation metrics, we assess
the retrieval performance for both audio-to-image
and image-to-audio. We then calculate the aver-
age performance for both directions to evaluate the
reflection between image and speech.

According to Table 1, the recall scores for speech-
image retrieval significantly improved after applying
enhanced training strategies to the base models,
compared to using the original based models on
the Flickr8K. By fine-tuning the models on the EN
and JA datasets, the scores improved for both EN
the JA dataset. The improvement in the EN dataset
was a minority, while it showed a better increase
in the JA dataset. This can be explained that the
learning parameters of the based pre-trained model
are better optimized for the EN dataset, resulting in
higher scores compared to the based pre-trained
model in the JA dataset. Therefore, by fine-tuning
with other datasets, the performance of the JA-VGS
model can be greatly enhanced. Additionally, with
continued training on the ID and VN datasets, the
results also showed slight improvements in all K-
values metrics, with around 5%- 10% improvement.

Moreover, similarity scores are calculated to an-
alyze the closeness of the embedding for the mul-
timodal of speech and image, in comparison with
multilingual languages (EN, JA, VN, ID). These cal-
culations are based on the same content: four dif-
ferent pictures of a cat, each associated with audio
in a different language. Cosine similarity is utilized
for this similarity computation. Figure 3 shows the
visualization of these similarities using the t-SNE
algorithm (Hinton and van der Maaten, 2008) to
reduce the size.

Given a pair of an image and its corresponding
audio, the model extracted their features using the
Image Decoder and Audio Decoder mentioned in
Section 3.2. Figure 3 indicates speech and image
representation of semantic "cat" in four languages.
The figure illustrates the distances between the im-
age and speech of each language as a visualization
of the retrieval recall scores listed in Table 1. The
distribution of features in images and speech are
different. A greater distance reflects low similar-
ity, while a shorter distance indicates high similar-
ity. As outlined in the retrieval recall results across
four languages, the model trained with English and
Japanese achieves the highest scores. This sug-
gests that the distance between images and speech
is close across all items, as represented by the red
color. In contrast, the larger distances between the
blue and green points indicate lower retrieval recall
scores for these languages compared to the En-
glish and Japanese-based models. These results
provide an intuitive understanding of the correlation
between speech and image in our VGS models.

This figure also demonstrates the distance be-
tween images representing four languages as well
as the speeches. The images between the four
languages show close distance as they represent
the same object with varying backgrounds. How-
ever, despite the closeness between image-image,
the image-speech distances vary across the four
languages leading to the speech-speech distance
also changing slightly depending on the language
pair.
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Figure 3: The samples of speech and image rep-
resentation of the word "Cat" in four languages.

4.4. Discussion
In this paper, we selected Japanese, English, Viet-
namese, and Indonesian as a combination of high-
resource and low-resource languages to train the
model. English and Japanese are the primary
languages in the VGSAlign framework and have
shown promising results. Our goal is to further train
and improve these languages to create a diverse
multilingual VSG model. Due to a lack of VGS
models compatible with other languages, we use
an English-based pre-trained model for training in
low-resource languages, specifically Vietnamese
and Indonesian. Despite the fact that English and
Japanese are not considered low-resource lan-
guages, their inclusion is due to the availability
of resources such as pre-trained models and the
Flickr8K audio dataset. This allows for compar-
isons and benchmarking against these extensively
studied languages.

The experimental results indicate that we can
distinguish multilingual speech and image repre-
sentations. The multilingual speech representa-
tions are distinct in the left area, while multilingual
image representations are found in the right area.
As for multimodal representation, the image and
speech representations of English and Japanese
are closely related, whereas those of Indonesian
and Vietnamese are considerably distant.

The improved results on the VGS datasets,
achieved by using Flickr8K, to find image-speech
pairs without relying on text, suggest that our VGS
Models for four languages have a promising ap-
proach in contributing to the field of multilingual
self-supervised Visually Grounded Speech Mod-
els. These models also show potential in perform-

ing well on other languages that lack paired and
transcribed data, thanks to their ability to learn
speech representations from unlabeled data. Table
1 demonstrates the capability of the self-supervised
VGS models to learn co-representation and effec-
tively determine the similarity between speech and
its corresponding image. This ability is crucial for
aligning speech from multiple languages.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, this research has successfully
achieved promising results in multilingual self-
supervised VGS models in four languages: EN,
JA, ID, and VN. This was accomplished by em-
ploying fine-tuning and further training strategies
on the based VGS models in VGSAlign. These
models have been validated and evaluated using
the Speech-Image Retrieval Recall Score, which
demonstrates their ability to retrieve image-speech
pairs without relying on text.

In the future, we plan to develop speech align-
ment for the four languages. The output of our
multilingual VGS models will be used as input to
compute the similarity between each speech, en-
abling us to determine pairs of related speeches
for two source and target languages.
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